
Birth Time Rectification for Jeremy Corbyn

All orbs and placements are for 11:27pm chart (26/5/1949, Chippenham) 

A@ended a May Day rally in Chile, 1/5/1971, after Allende had been elected (finally 
approved Nov 1970). This time was said to be highly influential in his politics. This could 
be pAsc on the Yod point of his Saturn-Uranus sextile, around 29º32’ Cap. Exact for 
11:24pm. Or could involve pAsc on pJupiter, at the almost point of the pYod, pSat-sex-
pUra-qqx-pJup. Exact for around 11:27. This Yod is significant for him and his politics. 

Elected councillor of Harringay ward, 2/5/74: (tied up with his marriage - see below). pAsc 
trine Sun (0º08’A) 

Marriage 4/5/1974: pSun on Ura ??? (Orb 0º01’). Doesn’t seem very marriage-like. Yet the 
marriage was one that seemed very political - see above pIC onto Sun 0º15’A (partile for 
11:28). SA Sat trine Moo (L7) 0º02’A. Could this be pMC/pAsc on natal Asc? 

Wife Walks out, just before Christmas 1979. tUra 23º21 Sco opp Moon 23ºTaurus46’, L7, 
orb 0º25’A. Yet pMoon 5º35 Cancer, right on Desc (0º05’)! More a signature of marriage 
than separation!. pNew Moon only one month earlier, on the Desc (1º into 6th). 
Descendant progressed onto Pluto, 0º14’S for 20/12 

MP for first time 9th June 1983: look at pJupiter onto Yod midpoint. PMercury return 
(0º36’A). tJupiter-Uranus in Sag (4º, 6º) opposite Sun. pAsc square Mars (L10) (1º13’S) - 
would suggest time 11:25pm 

Arrested: 7th June 1986: SA Moon 29º09 Gem on Ura (0º02’A) 

Birth of Child: possibly around 15/5/1987: pMar on Mer L5 (0º07’S), pIC on Mercury L5 
(0º50’S) - la@er could suggest 3-4 min earlier birth 

Separation from second wife over disagreement about schooling for child. 1997. SA Mars 
onto Desc in Cancer - (0º07’ S orb for May 1997) 

Move into house separated into two flats: April/May 1999. pIC 28º54’ Gemini on Uranus 
0º17’A.  

- receives Ghandi award, 26/11/2013: tJup (Cancer) sextile Mars (0º02’), L10. And tJup ssq 
Sun (0º27’S). tVen 18Cap35 trine Mars, L10 (1º15’A). tSaturn on MC (5º, H10). Sun in Sag 
opposite Sun (0º35’A) 

Elected leader of the Labour Party 12/9/2015. pMar, L10, just risen above Desc (0º31’). tSat 
0ºSag07’ square natal Saturn L1 in Leo 29ªLeo53’ (orb 0º14). With transiting Mars 26ºLeo36’ 
on Sat (3º17’A orb). 
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2016 Vote of No Confidence in his leadership. 24th June 2016 (straight after EU 
referendum. Could suggest a slightly later birth time so pMar has moved onto Desc 
(would suggest birth around 11:31). But also could be pMC sqq. Sat, L1. (0º24’S) Would be 
partile for around 11:25 

2017 Election, 8/6/17: tNN 27º51’Leo on Saturn (L1). tUra 27º19 Aries applies trine Saturn, 
L1 (2º34’A). tPlu 18º52 Cap trine Mars, L1, 0º58’A). Previous NM had been 4ºGem, on his 
Sun, within 1º 

At this stage I’m pre@y happy with 11:26 or 11:27pm for his birth. I like it much more than 
the 8pm chart on Astrodatabank. And I can see images of Corbyn in this: 
- his socialism: Sun in Gemini trine Neptune in Libra in the 9th. Aquarius Jupiter. 
- his privacy: Ruling planet Saturn in the 8th. 
- his capacity to hold a path, unwavering: Fixed chart ruler Saturn in Leo, Moon - Mars in 
fixed. 
- three marriages: Uranus on the 7th. (Despite Moon in Taurus, L7) 

Still unsure about: 
- 5th house Sun 
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